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members to conduct, presumably because it can no longer manage to produce a document

containing new concepts. ISO, like the IEC, has other functions, among them being to develop
generic standardization activities. As such, it holds a seat on the IEC TC 61 Technical Committee

on standards for acoustics, the specification for which is available on the IEC Standardization
Wiki page. However, ISO has no direct influence over what the committee decides on, although it
can issue recommendations on general principles. Gavin Kosty, who is the Executive Secretary of

ISO, states the newly announced activity scope is “a really important statement of the values
that the ISO group applies when they assess what activities can be conducted and in what

manner”. The idea is to offer guidance to committee members, so they don’t get into issues
where there is no consensus. A universal scope of activity is useful so that all users and

implementers can communicate with them effectively. The same goes for the ISO, which can
only issue recommendations. Kosty explains, “The significant thing about this document is that it

offers some common guidance to people writing standards and other institutions for ISO. We
don't prescribe what you should do. We say, define your activities the way we think they should

be defined.” The process begins The first step in developing the new guidance was to call for
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